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Abstract 
An integer distance graph is a graph G(D) with the set of integers as vertex set and with an 
edge joining two vertices u and v if and only if lu - vJ E D where D is a subset of the positive 
integers. We determine the chromatic number z(D) of G(D) for some finite distance sets D such 
as sets of consecutive integers and special sets of cardinality 4. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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I. Introduction 
For any D C_ N with N the set of  all positive integers let G(D) denote the graph 
with the set Z of integers as vertex set and with an edge joining two vertices u and v if 
and only i f  ]u -  v] ED.  Such a graph G(D) is called integer distance graph or simply 
distance graph (of the distance set D). 
A coloring f : V(G)--~ {f l  . . . . .  fk  } of G is an assignment of  colors to the vertices 
of G such that f (u )  ~ f (v )  for all adjacent vertices u and v. The minimum number of 
colors necessary to color G is the chromatic number x(G). 
In this paper we study the chromatic number z(G(D))=z(D)=Z(d l ,d2  . . . .  ) of 
integer distance graphs for some special distance sets D = {dl,d2 .... } c ~. 
Integer distance graphs were introduced and studied by Eggleton et al. [2]. They 
were motivated by the famous plane coloring problem: What is the minimum number 
of colors necessary to color the points of  the Euclidean plane such that pairs of  points 
of unit distance are colored differently? 
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Hadwiger [6] gave a special tiling of the plane with seven point sets such that no 
set contains two points of distance 1. Moser and Moser [10] showed that four colors 
are necessary by constructing a 4-chromatic unit distance graph in the plane. 
For some distance sets D the chromatic number z(D) of the corresponding integer 
distance graph G(D) has been determined. 
In [2] it is proved that Z(P )=4 where P denotes the set of all primes. Since 
z(D')<~z(D ) if D' C_D we have z(D)~<4 for all DC P. If {2,3} _CDC P then it is 
obvious that 3 ~< z(D)~<4. Eggleton et al. [3] posed the problem to characterize all sets 
D of primes with x(D)=4.  
For 3- and 4-element prime distance sets this problem is solved in [2,4,14]. 
If D C P and [D] = 3 then z(D) = 4 if and only if D = {2, 3, 5} [2]. 
If D C P and ID[ = 4 then z(D) = 4 if and only if one of the following three cases 
occur [2,12,14]: 
(a) {2, 3, 5} C D, 
(b) D={2,3, p ,p+2},  
(c) D={2,3, p,q}, p>~7, q>p+2 and (p,q) E {(11,19),(11,23),(11,37),(11,41), 
(17,29),(23,31),(23,41),(29,37)}. 
These results suggest he following question: Is there, for every fixed cardinality, 
only a finite collection of minimum sets D C P of the given size (i.e. no proper subset 
of D has chromatic number 4) for which D is without twin primes and x(D)= 4? 
There are also some results for arbitrary integer distance sets of small cardinality. For 
example i fDc  N and [D I =3 then Z(1,2,3n)=4 for all nE N and )(.(x,y,x+y)=4 if 
the greatest common divisor ofx and y and therefore of the elements o ld  = {x, y,x+y} 
is 1 and D contains at least one even integer and at least one integer divisible by 
3 [13]. Moreover, it is conjectured in [13] that under the above assumptions there 
are no other 3-element distance sets D with )~(D)= 4. Further results about )~(D) for 
3-element distance sets and general results for special distance sets can be found in 
[1,7,8, 11,12,15, 16]. 
In this paper we determine the chromatic number )~(D) of the distance graph G(D) 
for special 4-element distance sets D and for some distance sets D of finite cardinality 
such as distance sets consisting of arbitrary consecutive integers. 
2. Preliminaries 
A coloring f :Z - - '{ f l  . . . . .  f k}= {a,b,c .... } is called periodic with period p if 
f (v)  =f (v  + p) for all v E Z. We denote a p-periodic coloring by Pp and write 
Pp = ab... e if ab... e is the order of colors within one period of length p. 
A coloring f is called di-consistent for di E D if f (v )¢  f (v  + di) for all v E 77 and 
D-consistent if f is di-consistent for each di E D. 
For example, P5 = aabce is {2, 3}-consistent and P4 = abed is P-consistent. 
We summarize some known results. 
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Lemma 1 (Voigt [12]). I f  n E ~ then )~(dl,d2 . . . . .  dr) =)~(n'dl,n'd2 . . . . .  n.d,.). 
Lemma 2 (Walther [16]). z(D)~< ]D[ + 1. 
Lemma 3 (Walther [16]). ){(D) =2 i f  all di ED are odd. 
Proof. P2 = ab is D-consistent. [] 
Lemma 4 (Voigt [12]). I f  D is finite, D= {dl,d2 . . . . .  dr} then 
x(D)~< min n.(ID ~] + 1), 
nE~ 
where D n = {di E D : n ] di, i = 1 . . . .  r}. 
Lemma 5 (Walther [16]). I f  D is finite and f:77--~ { f l . . . . .  f k } is a coloring of  G( D ) 
then there exists a periodic coloring Pp of  G(D) with at most k colors. 
Lemma 6 (Walther [16]). I f  Pp is a periodic d-consistent coloring of  G(D) with 
period p >d then Pp is also (n.p+d)-consistent for all n E ~. 
For example, P5 = aabcc is {2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 13 .... }-consistent. 
Lemma 7 (Voigt [13]). I f  D= {x,y ,x  + y} and the greatest common divisor of  x 
and y is 1 and D contains at least one even integer and at least one integer divisible 
by 3 then )~(D)= 4. 
Lemma 8 (Theorem of Frobenius, Frobenius [5] and Mendelsohn [9]). Let a and b 
be two positive integers such that the greatest common divisor of  a and b is 1. 
I f  t is an integer such that t > a .b -  a -  b then the equation t = na ÷ mb has at least 
one solution with n and m non-negative integers. 
3. Finite distance sets 
In this section we consider finite distance sets D= {dl . . . . .  dr}, dl <- . .  <d,.. Due 
to Lemma 1 we can assume that the greatest common divisor of the distance lements 
is 1. 
Proposition 1. I f  D is finite and the greatest common divisor of  the elements o f  D 
& 1 then 
(a) •(D) = 2 /f all di E D are odd, 
(b) z(D)~<3 i f  no distance element & divisible by 3, 
(c) x(D) = 3 i f  no distance element & divisible by 3 and at least one distance element 
is even. 
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Proof. The proof of (a) follows from Lemma 3 and that of (b) from Lemma 4 since 
z(D) ~<3'(ID31 + 1)= 3 because of D 3= 0. The assumptions in (c) guarantee that D 
contains both even and odd integers which implies that G(D) contains odd cycles. It 
follows that z(D)~>3 and together with (b) this yields the assertion. [] 
Due to Proposition 1 we can restrict ourselves in the following to finite distance sets 
D with the properties: 
(A) The greatest common divisor of the distance lements is 1. 
(B) D contains at least one even integer. 
(C) D contains at least one integer divisible by 3. 
If [D I = r and D has properties (A) and (B) then D contains even and odd integers 
and therefore G(D) contains odd cycles which implies z(D)~>3. On the other hand, 
Lemma 2 implies z(D)<~r + 1. It follows: 
Lemma 9. I f  ID] =r~>2 and D has properties (A) and (B) then 3<<.z(D)<.r + 1. 
Corollary 1. l f  D is finite and has properties (A)-(C) and contains exactly one even 
integer then 3 <~ z(D) <~ 4. 
Proof. By Lemma 9 we have z(D) ~> 3 and Lemma 4 implies z(D) ~< 4 since 
ID21 = a. [] 
If IDI--r~>2 and D contains the first r -  1 positive integers then we can determine 
the chromatic number of the corresponding integer distance graph. 
Theorem 1. I f  D={1,2  .. . . .  r -  1,z}, z~r  then 
r /fz ~ 0 (mod r), 
x(D)= / r+ l  t f z=0(modr ) .  
Proof. Since G(D ~) with D ~ = { 1,2 . . . . .  r - 1 } C D contains the complete subgraph Kr 
it follows z(D)~z(D~)~r.  Lemma 9 implies z(D)<~r + 1. 
The unique periodic r-coloring Pr -- f l  ... f~ of G(D ~) is z-consistent if and only if 
z ~ 0(modr).  [] 
If D is finite and consists of consecutive integers the chromatic number z(D) can 
be determined by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. I f  D = { d, d + l . . . . .  d + t } and kd < t <. ( k + l )d, d, t E ~, k E Z, k ~ O, 
then z(D) = k + 3. 
Proof. Since 
P(k+3)d = f l - . .  f l  f2 . . - f2 . - - fk+2- - ,  fk+2 fk+3 ... fk+3 
d d ~ d 
is a D-consistent coloring we obtain x(D)<.k + 3. 
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We choose minimum of t and consider D t = {d, d + 1 . . . . .  (k + 1 )d + 1 } C_ D. 
Assume that there exists a coloring f of G(D ~) with k + 2 colors f l , f2  .. . . . .  f~+2. 
The vertices 0, d, 2d . . . . .  (k + 1)d must be colored pairwise differently. Without loss of 
generality, we choose 
f (0 )=f t ,  f (d )=f2  .. . . .  f ( (k+ 1)d)=fk+2. 
That forces successively the following coloring: 
f ( (k  + 1)d + 1)= fk+2, f (kd  + 1)= fk+x . . . . . .  f (d  + 1)=f2 ,  f (1 )=f l ,  
f ( (k  + 1)d + 2) = fk+2, f (kd  + 2) : fk+,  . . . . .  f (d  + 2) =f2 ,  f (2 )  = f~, 
f ( (k  + 1)d + (d -  1)) =f ( (k  + 2)d-  1) =fk+2, f ( (k  + 1)d-  1) =J'k~÷~ . . . . .  
f (Zd-  1)= f2, f (d -1 )= f l .  
This implies that the vertex (k + 2)d cannot be colored since the k + 2 neighbors 
d - 1,2d - 1 . . . . .  (k + 1 )d - 1, (k + 1 )d are all colored differently. 
Therefore, z(D') >~ k + 3 contradicting the assumption. 
Since D' C D it follows z(D)>>,x(D')>~k + 3. [] 
4. 4-element distance sets 
Due to Proposition 1 we consider in the following 4-element distance sets D with 
properties (A)-(C) ,  i.e. the greatest common divisor of the elements of D is 1 and D 
contains at least one even integer and at least one integer divisible by 3 (see Section 3). 
From Lemma 9 follows 
Corollary 2. I f  ID I = 4 and D has properties (A) and (B) then 3 <<. z(D) <<. 5. 
I f  Pk and PI are periodic colorings then we define P~P'~ as the periodic coloring 
n m__  PkPz - Pk.. .Pk Pt. . .Pz of length k.n + 1.m. 
n m 
Since distance sets D which contain {2, 3} as a subset are the 'smallest' sets which 
fulfil conditions (A) - (C)  we determine the chromatic number x(D) for distance sets 
D= {2,3,x,y}. The consideration of such distance sets was also motivated by the 
investigation of 4-element prime distance sets which reduce to the cases D = {2, 3, p, q}, 
p, q E 0 z (see Section 1). 
It is proved in [15] that g(2,3,x,x + s )=3 if s>~10 and x>~s 2 - 6s + 3. If  x is 
below this bound the chromatic number of G(D) is at most 4 for a lot of cases since 
P4 =abcd is D-consistent whenever x and x + s ~ 0 (mod 4). 
In the following three theorems we consider distance sets D= {2,3,x, y} with 
y=x+s ands<10.  
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Theorem 3. 
oceur~ 
(a) s= l  andx>21,  
(b) s=4 or 5 and x>17, 
(e) s=6 andx>16,  
(d) s=7 andx>40,  
(e) s=8 andx>92,  
(f) s=9 andx>19.  
I fD  = {2,3,x,x + s}, x>3,  then x(D)= 3 if  one of  the following cases 
Proof. By Corollary 2 we get z(D)>~3. On the other hand, we show in the following 
that there exists a 3-coloring in all cases. 
(a) The periodic 3-colorings Ps=aabcc and P6=aabbcc are obviously {2,3}- 
consistent. Since gcd(5 ,6)= 1 the equation t=5n ÷ 6m has a solution in non- 
negative integers n and m for all t >5 .6 -  5 -  6 = 19 by the Theorem of Frobenius 
(Lemma 8). 
For such a solution (n,m) we define a periodic 3-coloring of the form 
n m Pt = PsP6 = P5 ... P5 P6 . . . P6 . 
n m 
Since the first three colors and the last three colors of P5 and P6 are the 
same, PsP6 = aabccaabbcc and P6P5 = aabbccaabcc are also {2, 3 }-consistent 
which implies that Pt is a {2, 3}-consistent 3-coloring. Moreover, by Lemma 
6, Pt is also (t 4- 2)- and (t 4- 3)-consistent. 
It follows that if we set t = x - 2 then there exists for all x > 21 a 3-coloring 
of the form Pt -~Px-2 which is {2,3,x,x + 1}-consistent. 
(b) (c) We use the same proof and set t=x+2 in (b) and t=x+3 in (c) to construct 
a D-consistent 3-coloring. 
(d) The periodic 3-colorings P6 = aabbcc, PI~ = PsP6 = aabccaabbcc, P6Pll and 
PllP6 are {2,3,9}-consistent and therefore we can construct, by Lemma 8, a 
periodic {2, 3, 9}-consistent coloring Pt = Px+9 = P6PI~ if t = x + 9 > 49. The D- 
consistence of Px+9 follows by Lemma 6. 
(e) Again by Lemma 6 and Lemma 8, for every x>92 there exists a D-consistent 
__  / /  m 3-coloring of the form Px+~l --P9PI4 with non-negative integers n and m and with 
{2, 3, 11 }-consistent periodic 3-colorings P9 = aabccabbc and P14 = P5P9 • 
n m (f) We construct a D-consistent 3-coloring Px+12 =PsP9 for x> 19 in the same way. 
[] 
The bounds for x in Theorem 3 depend on the application of the theorem of 
Frobenius in the proof. For those x that are below these bounds we determined z(D) 
with D = {2, 3,x, x ÷ s}, x > 3, s ---- 1,4, 5 . . . . .  9 by different methods. In a first step we 
determined by computer aid whether G(D) is 3-colorable or not. For all G(D) with- 
out 3-coloring the chromatic number z(D) is 4 or 5 by Corollary 2. By constructing 
4-colorings we proved x (D)= 4 for all these graphs. In Table 1 all x > 3 are listed 
such that Z(2 ,3 ,x ,x+s)=4 and s= 1,4,5 . . . . .  9. 
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Table 1 
)~(2, 3,x,x +s) :4  
s x 
4,5,10 
5,6 
5 
5 
4,5,6,10,11,12,16,17,22 
4,5,6,9,10,11,13,15,18,19,23,24,28,29,33,37,42,47 
4,5,10 
In the following two theorems we consider the remaining cases namely D = 
{2, 3,x,x + s}, with s = 2 and s = 3. In the proof of Theorem 4 we use the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 10 (Walther [16]). I f  {2,3, y}_CD with y~+l (mod6)  and )~(D)=3 
then there exist three consecutive integers v, v + 1, v + 2 which are colored pairwise 
dfferently. 
Theorem 4. 
3 /f x=2(mod6) ,  
)~(2,3,x,x + 2)= 4 otherwise. 
Proof. We have 3 ~<)~(D)-%<5 by Corollary 2. 
P6 = aabbcc is {2, 3}-consistent and therefore D-consistent by Lemma 6 if x = 6k+2. 
If x--  1 or 3 or 5(mod6) then x(D)~<4 due to Corollary 1. 
Assume that there exists a 3-coloring f :  77---, {a,b,c} of G(D). Since x or x + 2=- 
+ 1 (mod6) the distance graph G(D) contains three consecutive vertices by Lemma 
10 which are colored pairwise differently, say f (0 )= a, f (1 )=b,  f (2 )= e, without 
loss of generality. The {2, 3}-consistence of f forces f (4 )= a which together with the 
{x,x+2}-consistence of f forces f (x+2) - - f (x+4)= b contradicting the 2-consistence 
of f .  Therefore, )~(D) ~>4. 
I fx ~ 0 or 4 (rood 6) we consider D' = {2,x,x+2} C D. By Lemma 1, x(D') -- x(D") 
with D" = {1,x/2,x/2+ 1}. Since 31x/2 i f x -0 (mod6)  and 31x/2+ 1 i fx~4(mod6) ,  
D" has properties (A)- (C)  and therefore i~(D")= z (D ' )=4 due to Lemma 7 which 
implies )~(D) >~ z(D') = 4. 
We show )~(D)44 by constructing periodic 4-colorings. We consider the {2, 3, 4}- 
consistent 3-coloring Po=aabbcc and the {2,3,4,5}-consistent 4-coloring PT= 
aabbccd. For every t>29 there exists a periodic 4-coloring Pt =P~P[ with non- 
negative integers n and m by Lemma 8. Since the first colors of P6 and P7 are the same 
P, is also {2, 3,4}-consistent and therefore {t 4- 2, t 4- 3 t + 4}-consistent by Lemma 6. 
In the case x=0(mod6)  we choose t=6k-  2 to obtain a D-consistent periodic 
4-coloring Pt =P6k-2 for every t>29 i.e. k>5.  For 1 ~<k~5 the following periodic 
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4-colorings are D-consistent: PI4 = aabbcadbccadbc for k = 1, P8 = aabbccdd for k = 2 
and 3, P22 = P6P 2 with P6 = aabbcc for k = 4 and P7 = aabbccd for k = 5. 
In the case x - 4 (rood 6) set t = 6k + 2. Then, for k > 4, P, = Prk+2 is a D-consistent 
4-coloring. In addition, the {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}-consistent 4-coloring P8 = aabbccdd is D- 
consistent for k = 1, P7 for k -- 2, P20 -- P6P 2 for k = 3 and P26 = p3p8 for k = 4 which 
concludes the proof. [] 
In the proof of part (c) of Theorem 5 we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 11. I f  {2,3 ,5 ,y}CD with y_=0,-4-1 (mod8) and z (D)=4 then there exist 
three consecutive integers v, v + 1, v + 2 which are colored pairwise differently. 
ProoL Assume that there exists a 4-coloring f : Z ~ {a, b, c, d} of G(D) without three 
consecutive integers which are colored pairwise differently. Due to the assumption 
and to the 2-consistence of f we obtain f (O)=f (1)=a and f (2 )=b,  without loss 
of generality. This forces f (5 )=c  or d say f (5 )=c ,  and then uniquely the follo- 
wing colors: f (3 )=b,  f (4 )=c ,  f (6 )=d,  f (7 )=d,  f (8 )=a,  f (9 )=a,  f (10)=b,  
f ( l l )=b, f (12)=c  . . . . .  i.e. the periodic 4-coloring Ps=aabbccdd. Obviously, P8 
is not consistent for distance elements of the form y_= 0, 4-1 (mod 8) contradicting 
the assumption. [] 
Theorem 5. I fD  = {2,3,x,x + 3} then 
(a) z (D)=3 / f fx -3 (mod9) ,  
(b ) )~(D)=4 i f fx~3(mod9)  andx#5,  
(c) x (D)=5 i f fx=5.  
Proof. By Corollary 2, )~(D) ~> 3. 
(a) Since P9 = aabccabbc is {2, 3}-consistent (see proof of part (e) of Theorem 3) P9 
is D-consistent due to Lemma 6 and therefore )~(D)~< 3.
(b) We consider D' = {3,x,x + 3} cD.  
If  x -  4- 1 or 4-2 or 4- 4 (mod 9) then D' has properties (A) - (C)  which implies 
z(D)>~z(D')=4 by Lemma 7. 
I f  x_=0 or 6(mod9) then z(D')=)~(D") with D"= {1, ~ x + 1} due to Lemma 1. 3,5 
Since D" has properties (A) - (C)  Lemma 7 implies that z(D)>~)~(D')= z(D")= 4. 
On the other hand, we show )~(D)~<4 by constructing periodic 4-colorings of G(D). 
We choose the {2, 3, 5}-consistent 4-colorings P7 -= aabbccd and P8 -- aabbccdd. By 
Lemma 8 there exists a periodic 4-coloring Px-2 = P~P~ with n, m 6 2 v, n, m >~ O, for all 
x>43.  
If  x - 2 has a representation as x - 2 = 7n + 8m for non-negative integers n and m 
and x~<43 then there also exists a D-consistent periodic 4-coloring of the form P~-z. 
For the remaining cases P4 =abcd is D-consistent if x 6 {6,7, 11, 14, 15, 19,22,27, 
35,43} and for x 6 {4,8,13,20,28,29,36} the following periodic 4-colorings are 
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D-consistent: 
x=4 : Pll =aabccdabbcd, 
x=8 : Pi9=aabbcaabbcadbccadbc, 
x = 13 : P29 = aabbc aabbc aabbc adbcc adbcc adbc, 
x = 20 : P43 = aadbc aabbc adbc adbc adbc adbcc adbcc adbc adbc adb, 
x = 28 • P59 = aabbc...aabbc adbcc.., adbcc adbc, 
6 times 5 times 
x = 29" P61 = aadbc aabbc aabbc adbc.., adbc adbcc.., adbcc adbc.., adbc adb, 
4 times 3 times 3 times 
x = 36" P75 = aadbc aabbc .~. aabbc adbc adbc adbcc .~. adbcc adbc adb. 
5 times 6 times 
(c) It remains to show that Z(2, 3, 5 ,8 )= 5. 
Assume that there exists a 4-coloring f : 2 ~ {a,b,c,d} of G(D). Lemma 11 implies 
that f contains three consecutive integers which are colored pairwise differently. With- 
out loss of generality we choose f (0 )= a, f (1 )= b, f (2 )= c from which we obtain 
f (5 )=b or d. 
1. If  f (5 )=b then f (3 )=c  or d due to the {2,3}-consistence of f .  
If  f (3 )  = c this forces successively f (8 )  = d, f (6 )  = a, f (10)  = a, f (7 )  = d 
which implies that vertex 4 is not colorable. 
If  f (3 )  = d then we obtain successively f (8 )  = c, f (6 )  = a, f (4 )  = d, f (9 )  = c, 
f ( l l )=b,  f (7 )=a,  f (10)=d,  f (13)=a,  f (16)=d and then vertex 14 is not 
colorable. 
2. If f (5 )=d then f (3 )=c  which forces successively f (8 )=b,  f (10)=a,  
f (13) -c ,  f (7 )=b,  f (15)=d,  f (12)=c ,  and f (9 )=a or d. If  f (9 )=a then 
f (4 )  =d.  I f  f (9 )=d then f (4 )= a. In both cases it follows that vertex 6 is not 
colorable. 
Therefore, the assumption is not true which concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Thus, we completely determined z(D) for distance sets D = {2, 3,x,x+s} and s < 10. 
The results of  Theorems 3 to 5 and of [15] suggest he following conjecture: 
There is exactly one integer distance graph G(2, 3,x, y),  3 <x  < y such that 7~(G)= 5, 
namely G(2, 3, 5, 8). 
The distance set D = {2, 3, 5, 8} consists of two elements and the sum and the dif- 
ference of  the elements. For distance sets of  this structure we can prove some general 
results. 
Theorem 6. Let D= {x, y,x + y, y - x}, x < y, gcd(x, y)  = 1. 
(a) I f  x and y have distinct parity then x(D)=4.  
(b) I f  x= 1 and y~ 1 (mod2)  then )~(D)= 5. 
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d a d a c b  d c b c b d a  c 
a c b  c b d  a c c b d  a d a c  b 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6  y -2y - lyy+l~2~3y+4y+5y+6 2y-2 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the idea of the proof of Theorem 6(b). 
Proof. We consider the subsets D'  = {x,y ,x  ÷ y} and D"  = {x,y ,y  - x} of D. Since 
gcd(x, y ) :  1 either D ~ or D"  fulfils all conditions (A) - (C) .  This implies ; t (D ' )=4 or 
x(D")  : 4 by application of  Lemma 7 and therefore z(D)~>4. 
(a) Since D contains exactly one even element z(D)~<4 by Corollary 1. 
(b) Assume that there exists a 4-coloring f : Z ---* {a, b, c, d} of G(D) (Fig. 1). 
Since the vertices 0, y -  1, y have to be colored pairwise differently we choose 
f (O)  = a, f (y -  1 ) = c, f (y )  = b, without loss of generality. This implies f (1  ) = c or d. 
I f  f (1 )=c  then f (y+ 1)=d and if f (1 ) - -d  then f (y+ 1)=c .  In both cases we 
get f (y+2)=a or b. 
I f  f (y  + 2) -- a then f (2 )  = b and if f (y  + 2) = b then f (2 )  = a. Both cases imply 
f (3 )=c  or d. 
I f  we proceed successively we end up in f (y  - 2) -- c or d. 
I f  f (y  - 2) -- c then f (y  - 1 ) = f (y  - 2) contradicting the 1-consistence of  f .  
I f  f (y -  2)=d thenf (2y -  2 )=f (y -  1 )=c  in contradiction to the (y -  1)-con- 
sistence of  f .  [] 
I f  D={x,y ,x  + y ,y -x}  and x ,y  are odd integers with gcd(x ,y )= 1 and x>l  then 
we proved x (D)= 5 for several pairs (x, y) with the aid of a computer, for example 
for (x ,y )=(3 ,7 ) ,  (3,11), (3,13), (3,17), (3,19), (5,7), (5,9), (5,11), (5,13), (5,17) 
and (5, 19). It remains an open problem whether z (D) - -5  for all distance sets D of 
this type. 
5. Concluding remarks 
There are a lot of  open problems concerning the coloring of distance graphs. We 
will conclude by formulating two of  them. 
I f  D = {1,2 . . . . .  r} then x(D) = r + 1 (cf. Theorem 1). 
What is the minimum distance set D of cardinality r such that x(D) = r + 1 and 
does not contain the element 1? 
I f  r = 2 then D = {2, 3}, if r = 3 then D = {2, 3, 5}, and if r = 4 then D = {2, 3, 5, 8}. 
We do not know the answer for r ~> 5. 
What is the chromatic number of G(~)  if ~ = D\  {d} where d is an arbitrary element 
of D= {1,2 . . . . .  r}? 
Obviously, if d = r then x (D)= r and if d - -  1 then z (D)=/ ( r+3) /2 J  by Theorem 2. 
Determine z(D)  for 1 <d<r .  
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